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Steeped in folk-rock tradition and powered by the
intuitive creative connection between Matt Quinn
(vocals, guitar) and Sam Cooper (guitar), the songs
on Mt. Joy’s eponymous debut depict the former
wrestling with his own conscience, where the mundane
and the fantastic collide as he processes tragedy,
society, and love. Musically speaking, Mt. Joy’s folkrock sound can be attributed to some of the band’s
biggest influences: Bob Dylan, Paul Simon, The Grateful
Dead, The Beatles, and even contemporaries such as
The Alabama Shakes, My Morning Jacket, and Vampire
Weekend. Lyrically, Mt. Joy are all about modern dread,
anxiety, the joy and pain of keeping your dreams alive
against long odds – a thing we can all relate to.

The Breeders’ first album in a decade, All Nerve,
reunites band members Kim and Kelley Deal, Josephine
Wiggs and Jim Macpherson – the line-up behind the
iconic and platinum-selling record, Last Splash. The
quartet returned to the stage in 2013 to celebrate
the album’s 20th anniversary and have been quietly
working on new material since then, recording the
new album throughout the Midwest, including sessions
with frequent non-producer, Steve Albini. Speaking of
recording: As weird and tuneful as The Breeders’ songs
remain, All Nerve reinforces the fact that Kim Deal is
also a genius in the studio – and her sonic vocabulary
is as beguiling as her twisty hooks – every dirty sound
stacked just so. It’s great to have them back.

I’m With Her features Sara Watkins, Sarah Jarosz, and
Aoife O’Donovan. Collectively, these multi-Grammy
winners have released seven solo efforts, co-founded
two seminal bands, and contributed to criticallyacclaimed albums from a host of esteemed artists.
Their full-length debut See You Around reveals the
commitment to creating a wholly unified sound. With
each track born from close collaboration, I’m With
Her builds an ineffable magic from their fine-spun
narratives and breathtaking harmonies. The result is an
album both emotionally raw and intricate. Co-produced
by Ethan Johns (Ryan Adams, Paul McCartney) and
recorded at Peter Gabriel’s Real World Studios, See
You Around delivers a warmly textured yet strippeddown sound that proves both fresh and timeless.

An obsession with money, an unfaithful lover, a friend’s
accidental pregnancy, misogyny, loneliness, death...
This is just some of the lighthearted subject matter
that make up LONER – the darkly comedic second
album from songwriter/producer Caroline Rose.
LONER captures the cheeky satire, comical musings,
and often jarring mood swings – sometimes goofy,
sometimes emotional – that make up much of Rose’s
personality. “I call it ‘Schizodrift,’” says Rose. “I want to
make music that sounds as manic as I feel.” Filled with
catchy synths, Ray Manzarek-esque Farfisa, surf guitar,
and a punk attitude, LONER captures the energy of
bands like Le Tigre, The Cramps, Blondie, DEVO, and
Kate Bush, while still honoring Pop Royalty like Justin
Timberlake and Britney Spears.

Singer, activist, musician and cultural icon Joan
Baez returns with Whistle Down the Wind, her first
new album since 2008’s Grammy-nominated Day
After Tomorrow. The elegant 10-track collection was
recorded over a ten-day period in Los Angeles, and
was produced by Grammy Award-winner Joe Henry
(Bonnie Raitt, Allen Toussaint) and features peerless
renditions of songs by artists Baez holds dear, including
Tom Waits, Josh Ritter, Anohni, Joe Henry, and Mary
Chapin Carpenter. “I’m looking forward to being on
the road with a beautiful new album about which I am
truly proud,” Baez notes. “I welcome the opportunity
to share this new music as well as longtime favorites
with my audiences around the world.”
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Violence is the sixth album from English rockers
Editors. It was produced by Leo Abrahams (Brian Eno,
Florence & The Machine, Frightened Rabbit) and the
band with help from Benjamin John Power (Blanck
Mass, Fuck Buttons), and mixing by Cenzo Townshend.
These collaborators have brought new extremes out
Editors’ ever-evolving sound. “When it’s electronic,
it’s very electronic,” says singer Tom Smith. “But then
when it’s guitar-y, it’s very band driven. I think there’s a
balance here between melody and brutality that I don’t
think we’ve managed to get before.” The lyrics have
fangs, too – and they tear into the tissue connecting
intimacy and power in the delicious ways. This is the
arena-ready post-punk U2 wish they could still make.

Brandi Carlile’s highly anticipated new album By
the Way, I Forgive You was helmed by Grammy
Award-winning producer Dave Cobb and acclaimed
Outlaw Legacy Shooter Jennings, and was recorded
at Nashville’s historic RCA Studio A. By the Way, I
Forgive You features 10 new songs written by Carlile
with longtime collaborators Tim and Phil Hanseroth,
and features string arrangements and conducting
by the late (and legendary) Paul Buckmaster (Elton
John, The Rolling Stones). “This album deserves to be
mainstream,” Cobb says. “It’s one of those records that
people who love classic records will appreciate… It’s
art, and this feels like this is a moment when art can
break through to the mainstream.” And how could you
resist that voice?

Car Seat Headrest mastermind, Will Toledo, always
knew he would return to Twin Fantasy. He never did
complete the work. Listen to his first attempt, recorded
at nineteen on a cheap laptop, and you’ll hear what
Brian Eno fondly calls “the sound of failure” – thrilling,
extraordinary, and compelling failure. Will’s first love
– rendered in the vivid teenage viscera of stolen gin,
bruised shins, favorite songs, and weird sex – was an
event too momentous for the means he had to record
it. He has, now, the benefit of a bigger budget, a full
band in fine form, and endless time to tinker. But this
is no shallow, sanitized second take: This is the epic
album he always wanted to make.

In April 1985, legendary jazz drummer Buddy Rich and
his band recorded a concert at One Pass Productions’
King Street Studio in San Francisco. The masters were
stored at One Pass, which a few years later was sold
to Editel. In 1990, when a fire swept through the Editel
facility, the tapes were soaked in water and presumably
destroyed – but as it turned out, producer Gary
Reber had the tapes stored away. Needless to say,
everything was in wretched condition, but Reber and
Steve Michelson (the owner of One Pass) with expert
technical help – painstakingly restored the audio. Even
at 67, Rich is ball of pure energy who, along with his
incredible band, delivers an astounding performance.
A must!

Singer, rapper, writer, and a key member of Minneapolis
Hip Hop collective Doomtrree, Dessa has made a
career of defying expectations. Her résumé includes
performances at Lollapalooza and Glastonbury,
collaborations with the Minnesota Orchestra, and
“Congratulations” – her contribution to The Hamilton
Mixtape. Chime finds Dessa changing up her game –
from the production, to her approach to writing, and
to her performance. “There are deliberate, writerly
moments on this record, because I’m a writer and
a neurotic... and a single woman in her 30s and an
American freaked out by the stories on the news. And,
in this particular moment, I am a person feeling excited,
proud, and nervous to be a little more fully herself.”
Prepare to be suitably impressed.
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Written and recorded in Brooklyn and self-produced
by Minneapolis to NYC transplants Strange
Names, Data is an album about perspective, boldly
conceptualized from the viewpoint of aliens observing
human behavior on earth. Leading with bouncy opener
“UFO,” Strange Names establish a driving framework
that carries throughout the entire album – a little bit
of Ariel Pink; a dollop of OKGO; a dash of Of Montreal.
From the surging syncopation of “People to Go” to
the infectious space-funk of “Keep Walking Away” to
the melodic verve of “Into Me,” they have shifted to
a territory where allusions to the slick funk of peakera Island Records takes rightful precedence over
derivative ‘80s New Wave. Data is assured, inventive
and unabashedly fun.

Having first made their mark with a raw, raucous
approach that put the band at the forefront of the ‘90s
alt-rock explosion thanks to records like Let Me Come
Over and Big Red Letter Day, Buffalo Tom has built a
formidable body of work. The group has consistently
revealed new layers of musical and emotional depth,
which has manifested in the bittersweet, yearning, and
loud-ass rockers that make up Quiet and Peace. The
compelling 11-song set finds the band simultaneously
mining its best-known sonic elements – acoustic and
electric guitars slathered in feedback and unusually
strong harmonies – while embracing a bit of gauzy
Americana (by way of Dinosaur Jr) and surprise power
pop flourishes.

Between producing Father John Misty’s Grammynominated Pure Comedy and touring arenas with
Pink Floyd legend Roger Waters, Jonathan Wilson
had a busy 2017. 2018 looks to be equally lit, thanks
to the release of his new solo album, Rare Birds. A
“maximalist,” high-density album influenced by the
‘80s British production style made famous by Trevor
Horn, Rare Birds recalls one of Peter Gabriel’s early
solo albums or even mid-period Kate Bush. “I want my
music to hit people like an emotional tidal wave,” he
says. “It’s never about a clever couplet or smug turn
of phrase, it’s about the intensity, the impact.” Lana
Del Rey, Father John Misty, Lucius, and zither legend
Laraaji are among the guests.

Chris Carrabba had written over a dozen new songs
when he uncovered “We Fight,” the opening track on
Crooked Shadows. The song became the launching
point for each note that followed – a dynamic force
that resonates throughout the album and reflects back
on everything Dashboard Confessional has achieved
in the past two decades. The rest of Crooked Shadows,
Dashboard Confessional’s first release since 2009’s
Alter the Ending, is connected by the idea that it’s
essential to balance hope with anger. Recorded in
Chris’s basement over the past two years, Carrabba
wasn’t looking for perfection during the recording
process – he wanted to get as close as possible to the
feelings of writing the song. It’s a bold and welcome
return.

Extralife is acclaimed alt-folk quartet Darlingside’s
follow up to their 2015 breakthrough Birds Say which
emphatically marked the arrival of an eclectic, intelligent
and dynamic band. Darlingside stretch the boundaries
of traditional folk, chamber pop, baroque, progressive
and indie rock by melding the various styles together
and creating something not easily categorized. Where
Birds Say was steeped in childhood nostalgia and the
loss of innocence, Extralife finds Darlingside looking
to the future, mourning the loss of our world with an
almost post-apocalyptic view – though Extralife is not
without an underlying sense of hope and optimism.
Fans of The Beach Boys, Fleet Foxes and Simon &
Garfunkel and Grizzly Bear will find much here to love.
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Shannon & the Clams new album, Onion, was produced
by The Black Keys’ Dan Auerbach. Known for a diverse
sound that incorporates elements of doo-wop, early
rock & roll, classic R&B, garage psych, and surf rock,
Onion takes all these key influences and turns them up
to 11 – like The B-52s in a John Waters film. “It’s Gonna
Go Away” is the album’s biggest stylistic departure,
mixing elements of soul, disco, R&B, psychedelia,
the Zombies, and weird chanting; while “The Boy” is
quintessential Clams – a heavily 60s rock inspired
track with a mournful hook. In fact, mournful hooks
abound – this is a record rife with grief, but that doesn’t
mean Shannon & the Clams aren’t gonna party their
way through.

Holly Miranda split her formative years between
Detroit and Nashville. She began playing piano at
the age of 6, taught herself guitar at 14 and moved
to New York at 16 to start her professional career. She
has performed with the likes of Karen O, Lou Reed,
The XX and Lesley Gore. She released two records
with her excellent band, The Jealous Girlfriends, and
has co-written and produced a mass of other projects.
Mutual Horse finds Holly bridging the gap between
2010’s experimental synth laden release The Magicians
Private Library and 2015’s stripped back, soulful selftitled record. It’s groovy, sensual, and weird – always a
winning combination. Kyp Malone (TV On The Radio)
is among the many guests.

Following a series of DIY recordings, Clean is Soccer
Mommy’s journey out of her bedroom and into
the studio with a full band and an incredible record
produced by Gabe Wax (War On Drugs, Deerhunter,
Beirut) and mixed by Ali Chant (Perfume Genius, PJ
Harvey). “I’d never made a full album… I wanted it
to be a lot more cohesive than the rest of the stuff
that came before,” explains Sophie Allison – the mind
behind Soccer Mommy. “I wanted to make something
that was a full piece of my life.” Despite the update in
recording gear, Clean still retains the lo-fi charms of
Soccer Mommy’s previous work, which has glimmers
of 90s heroes like Liz Phair and Julianna Hatfield.

You don’t sell two million copies of your debut album
without some seriously hard work – and troubadour
Vance Joy has never lacked elbow grease. Introduced to
the world via the ukulele-led global hit, ‘Riptide,’ Vance
Joy capitalized on that first impression his hit 2014
debut, Dream Your Life Away. After a few more years
of touring – including an opening slot on Taylor Swift’s
1989 tour – Vance replenished his arsenal of songs.
One of them, “Lay It On Me” has already rendered his
new album, Nation of Two, a hit in his native Australia.
Teeming with the intimate and anthemic songs that
have earned him a growing, global audience, it will be
likely be inescapable here, too.

NYC’s Acid Dad have quickly established themselves as
one of the tightest, tireless, and most energetic bands
still slogging it out in Brooklyn. The group “boasts
an electric sound that welcomes psychedelia, garage
rock, and post punk in constantly varying doses, and
a rock’n’roll attitude that’s unstuck in time – often
vacillating between “NYC late ‘60s” and “Manchester
late ‘80s” – which is a pretty great combination.
But lead single, “2Ci” is an exceptional wormhole –
combining Krautrocking grooves with giddy drunk
jangle of R.E.M. in its infancy. Acid Dad’s eponymous
debut LP was engineered, mixed and co-produced
by Jonathan Schenke (Parquet Courts, The Drums, The
Men) and follows-up their well-received 2016 EP, Let’s
Plan a Robbery.
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Árstíðir have emerged from the burgeoning Icelandic
music scene in 2008, quickly progressing from being
an acoustic cover band to creating their own sonic
footprint, amalgamating influences from classical, folk,
rock, and minimalist music. With early lyrical references
pointing towards the spectacular nature and scenery
of this volcanic island and the strongly contrasting
moods of its seasons, the band took the name Árstíðir,
which means “seasons.” Árstíðir’s soulful and dramatic
third album Hvel depicts Iceland’s unique and haunting
beauty in song. Their classically influenced indie folkrock features rich and sweeping vocal harmonies, and
epic, stirring strings – think Sunny Day Real Estate
with sigur rós and Arvo Pärt. Hvel is a profound and
beautiful work of art.

With Riddles, Ed Schrader’s Music Beat (Ed Schrader
& Devlin Rice) begins their new life. In search of a
fresh direction, the group invited their close friend,
electronic-pop maestro Dan Deacon, to expand their
sound. Working steadily in Dan’s studio for two years
in total collaboration, the three evolving musicians
pushed through an intense period of personal
tumult and found purpose in the sounds they were
committing to record. From the driving opening
track, “Dunce,” to the soaring single, “Riddles,” and
the disarmingly gorgeous closer, “Culebra,” the Music
Beat unapologetically channel a personal pantheon of
pop and rock Gods while growing into the band – and
people – they’d previously kept caged inside.

10 years ago, Meg Remy – the mastermind of U.S.
Girls – first used a 4-track recorder to self-produce
a series of starkly musical “instant expressions.”
These collisions of static, clang and sung melody
seem in retrospect like an unmistakably feminine
counterbalance to Bruce Springsteen’s Nebraska or
Suicide’s early sonic confrontations. By contrast, her
latest work, In A Poem Unlimited, was painstakingly
crafted in multiple studios by a creative cast of 20+
collaborators and has locked in on a sound that recalls
Kristy McCall inhabiting Bowie’s “Berlin Trilogy” – with
a bit of The Fiery Furnaces and the Yeah Yeah Yeah’s
for good measure. In A Poem Unlimited is likely the
best – and most beguiling – disco protest album you’ll
hear this year.

A new Belle and Sebastian release is always something
to cheer. So three new releases leads to an inevitable
conclusion: three cheers! Here is the latest installment
of How to Solve Our Human Problems – a collection
of 15 songs spread over 3 EPs – each one a novella.
How to Solve Our Human Problems places Belle and
Sebastian’s storytelling gifts on the dancefloor with a
that embrace the band’s love of disco, Motown, synthpop, and blue-eyed soul. It’s like Nick Drake meets
David Byrne (with a hint of Tom Tom Club). As ever,
Belle and Sebastian have an amazing eye for detail,
with songs that craft beautiful and funny portraits of
the holy loners that rule their world.
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Árstíðir have emerged from the burgeoning Icelandic
music scene in 2008, quickly progressing from being
an acoustic cover band to creating their own sonic
footprint, amalgamating influences from classical, folk,
rock, and minimalist music. With early lyrical references
pointing towards the spectacular nature and scenery
of this volcanic island and the strongly contrasting
moods of its seasons, the band took the name Árstíðir,
which means “seasons.” Árstíðir’s soulful and dramatic
third album Hvel depicts Iceland’s unique and haunting
beauty in song. Their classically influenced indie folkrock features rich and sweeping vocal harmonies, and
epic, stirring strings – think Sunny Day Real Estate
with sigur rós and Arvo Pärt. Hvel is a profound and
beautiful work of art.

With Riddles, Ed Schrader’s Music Beat (Ed Schrader
& Devlin Rice) begins their new life. In search of a
fresh direction, the group invited their close friend,
electronic-pop maestro Dan Deacon, to expand their
sound. Working steadily in Dan’s studio for two years
in total collaboration, the three evolving musicians
pushed through an intense period of personal
tumult and found purpose in the sounds they were
committing to record. From the driving opening
track, “Dunce,” to the soaring single, “Riddles,” and
the disarmingly gorgeous closer, “Culebra,” the Music
Beat unapologetically channel a personal pantheon of
pop and rock Gods while growing into the band – and
people – they’d previously kept caged inside.

10 years ago, Meg Remy – the mastermind of U.S.
Girls – first used a 4-track recorder to self-produce
a series of starkly musical “instant expressions.”
These collisions of static, clang and sung melody
seem in retrospect like an unmistakably feminine
counterbalance to Bruce Springsteen’s Nebraska or
Suicide’s early sonic confrontations. By contrast, her
latest work, In A Poem Unlimited, was painstakingly
crafted in multiple studios by a creative cast of 20+
collaborators and has locked in on a sound that recalls
Kristy McCall inhabiting Bowie’s “Berlin Trilogy” – with
a bit of The Fiery Furnaces and the Yeah Yeah Yeah’s
for good measure. In A Poem Unlimited is likely the
best – and most beguiling – disco protest album you’ll
hear this year.

A new Belle and Sebastian release is always something
to cheer. So three new releases leads to an inevitable
conclusion: three cheers! Here is the latest installment
of How to Solve Our Human Problems – a collection
of 15 songs spread over 3 EPs – each one a novella.
How to Solve Our Human Problems places Belle and
Sebastian’s storytelling gifts on the dancefloor with a
that embrace the band’s love of disco, Motown, synthpop, and blue-eyed soul. It’s like Nick Drake meets
David Byrne (with a hint of Tom Tom Club). As ever,
Belle and Sebastian have an amazing eye for detail,
with songs that craft beautiful and funny portraits of
the holy loners that rule their world.
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Tearing at the Seams is the highly-anticipated new
album from Nathaniel Rateliff & The Night Sweats.
Recording in Rodeo, New Mexico, Rateliff & The Night
Sweats re-established their dynamic off the stage and
in the studio. “For the first record, I demo’ed everything
up and created most of the parts,” said Rateliff. “This
time, I felt like we’ve all spent so much time on the road
that we should all go off somewhere together.” The
band finished recording with producer Richard Swift
– who has helmed records for the Shins and Foxygen
in addition to The Night Sweats’ debut – creating a
group of songs that capture the band’s full emotion,
intensity, and Soul Power.

Boarding House Reach finds Jack White expanding
his musical palate with perhaps his most ambitious
work thus far. Written and conceived while holed up
in a spartan apartment with no outside distractions,
Jack replicated the identical environment and used the
same gear as when he was a 15-year-old (a quarter-inch
four-track tape recorder, a simple mixer, and the most
basic of instrumentation) to pen sketches of the songs.
The final product explores a remarkable range of sonic
terrain - crunching rock ‘n’ roll, electro and hard funk,
proto punk, hip hop, gospel blues, and even country all remapped and born anew to fit White’s matchless
vision and restless experimentation. Naturally, the vinyl
will be gonzo.

Whenever Myles Kennedy raises his unique and bluesy
voice, he gives us a glimpse at his soul. Next to the
landmark releases Myles created with Slash and Alter
Bridge, the exceptional singer has quietly busied
himself with working on his solo debut. Year Of The
Tiger gives Kennedy the opportunity to process his
father’s death and, as such, it’s his most personal and
emotionally challenging record yet. The proof is in the
music: The soaring guitar cascades of “Love Can Only
Heal” will leave you breathless; “Blind Faith” thrives on
melancholic Americana, and “Devil On The Wall” is a
frenzied up-tempo blues rocker. But Year Of The Tiger
isn’t a sad goodbye – it’s a celebration of life.

David Byrne’s album American Utopia fits hand-in-hand
with the vision for his series “Reasons To Be Cheerful,”
for which he has been collecting stories, news, ideas,
and other items that inspire optimism. The album
morphed during the writing and recording process,
beginning with Brian Eno and growing to include
collaborations with Daniel Lopatin (aka Oneohtrix
Point Never), Thomas Bartlett (aka Doveman), Jack
Peñate, and others. “These songs don’t describe this
imaginary and possibly impossible place,” says Byrne.
“But rather they attempt to describe the world we live
in now – and that world, when we look at it, as we live
in it, as it impacts on us – immediately commands us to
ask ourselves – is there another way?”

Albert Hammond Jr’s fourth solo album Francis
Trouble explores a deeply personal topic – the stillborn
death of his twin brother, Francis. With his music
moving in a different path than before, Hammond Jr
wondered if this new direction was born from whatever
he and the departed Francis had shared for the few
short months they had together. Francis Trouble is
both an homage to both the death of his twin and the
complexities of identity that arise because of their
intermingling. Hammond Jr is in exceptional form here
– blasting the listener with the stacked and tightlywound songs of The Strokes, but with plenty of space
for his emotional musings to drive the proceedings. An
exceptional effort.
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The Decemberists explore a new sound with a new
producer on I’ll Be Your Girl. The acclaimed Portland,
Oregon-based band worked with producer John
Congleton (St. Vincent) and embraced their Darkwave
influences to spark a new creative path, as evidenced
on synth-driven lead single “Severed.” “When you’ve
been a band for 17 years, inevitably there are habits
you fall into,” says singer Colin Meloy. “So our ambition
this time was really just to get out of our comfort zone.
Speaking specifically to “Severed,” Meloy said, “That
was written as a punk song, but wasn’t really working…
and it became like an early New Order song.” These
Castaways and Cutouts are heading to Goth Night and
they’re not looking back.

“Having been in The Oak Ridge Boys for almost 52
years,” says Duane Allen, “it can be difficult for me to
imagine a place where we have not been. However,
Dave Cobb had that vision, and the result is 17th
Avenue Revival.” For the new project, Super-Producer
David Cobb’s vision for the group was to dig way back
into their roots – taking a hard look at the early days
of rock and roll, which was influenced by spiritual,
or black gospel. Somewhat retro, yet new and fresh
at the same time, there was no vocal stacking and
very few overdubs – and, for two of the songs, the
Boys gathered around one microphone and let the
harmonies shine.

Jimi Hendrix’s Both Sides of the Sky is the third volume
in a trilogy of albums intended to present the best and
most significant unissued studio recordings remaining
in the music legend’s archive beginning with Valleys
of Neptune (2010) and followed by People, Hell and
Angels (2013). This dynamic third release completes
the spectacular recording event in epic fashion with
13 studio recordings made between January 1968
and February 1970 – 10 of which have never before
been released. These recordings feature members of
the Jimi Hendrix Experience, Band of Gypsys, as well
as Stephen Stills, Johnny Winter, and Dallas Taylor.
Pressed at QRP, this 180g 2LP pressing of Both Sides
of the Sky sounds amazing on vinyl.

Maturing from the roguish young scallywags of
Costello Music, into a chameleonic powerhouse with
a sound that is bigger, bolder, and still shot through
with a whip-smart, pitch-black sense of humor, The
Fratellis are back with In Your Own Sweet Time – a
hyperactive slice of mischief that balances the Fratellis’
characteristic impish theatricality and wit against
ricocheting Prince-like guitar riffs. In Your Own Sweet
Time boasts all the muscular energy of American
pop music of the 1970s with the testosterone-fueled
virtuosity of the best British rock. A band that can’t
sit still when it could be tearing you from your chair to
dance, The Fratellis are back.

